
Solve Problems when Connecting Devices
Such as a Monitor and Printer to Your PC

These days, it should be possible to simply connect
a hardware device to your PC and have it working
immediately. But whether it’s a brand new device
or one you’ve used before, things don’t always go
that smoothly!

Did you remember to install the driver before
connecting the new device? Are you using the right
cable? Did you pick the correct socket on the PC?
Use the tips and tricks in this article to solve problems you
encounter when trying to connect and use an external device.
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This article shows you how to:

� What to check when an external device won’t work

� How to remove a faulty printer driver

� The safe way to use flash drives and external hard drives 
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Screen Stays Blank? Check These Points
You switch on your PC, but your screen remains dark and
doesn’t display anything. What can you do? Just work
through the following three points to solve the problem.

Point 1: Check the power supply

As obvious as it may seem, it’s often the simple things – like
a device not being properly plugged into the mains – that
lead to the most head-scratching!

If your monitor has a power lamp somewhere on its case that
indicates when it’s plugged in and switched on, a quick
glance at that will tell you whether it’s a power-supply
problem or not. If the power lamp isn’t on (or if you can’t
remember whether or not it has one), check these points:

3 Power cable: make sure the mains cable is plugged into
both the monitor and the wall socket (or power strip).

3 Power plugs: even if the cable seems to be connected,
it’s possible that the plug is loose, particularly at the
monitor end. Make sure both are connected firmly.

3 Power strip or socket: if the power strip and/or wall
socket have on/off switches, make sure both are switched
on.

3 On/off switch: try pressing the power switch on the
monitor once or twice more. With some monitors, if you
don’t press firmly enough, the device isn’t switched on.

3 Dead fuse: try changing the fuse in the monitor’s mains
plug. If the monitor is plugged into a fused power strip,
either change the fuse in the power strip too, or (more
simply) try plugging the monitor directly into a wall
socket.

No picture from
the screen?

Any sign it’s
receiving power?

Check the cable
and plugs

Check the switch

Change the fuse
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3 Damaged cable: if there’s still no power to the monitor,
it suggests the mains cable is damaged, possibly due to
being bent, twisted or squashed. Buy (or borrow) a
replacement cable.

Point 2: Check the screen’s data cable

You can tell that the monitor is receiving mains power, but
the screen remains blank, or it flickers, has noticeable
coloured lines or a colour tint. Let’s run through the most
common causes of these effects:

3 Loose data cable: this is the cable that carries the
picture signal from your PC to your monitor. Make sure
both plugs are connected firmly by pressing them into
the sockets. If the plugs are secured with screws (as VGA
and DVI plugs are), make sure the screws are finger-tight
and haven’t come unscrewed. Some DisplayPort
connectors click into place, whereas HDMI cables simply
push in: for either of these types, try unplugging both
ends of the cable and plugging them in again to ensure
they’re making contact.

3 Data cable too long: unfortunately, there are no hard-
and-fast rules about the maximum length of a monitor’s
data cable. There are three elements which combine to
determine what will work and what won’t: the quality
of the data cable, the quality of its connectors, and the 
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New power 
cable needed?

Power, but still
no picture?

Check the 
data cable

Is the cable 
too long?
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Note the
different 
types of DVI
connector!
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3 resolution of the screen. The higher the resolution, the
greater the amount of data that has to be carried by the
cable. With modern monitors, problems can occur if the
data cable is more than two metres long. This is often
manifested by dropped frames (in other words, a rather
‘jumpy’ picture), flashing pixels or coloured stripes. If
you suspect that your data cable may be too long,
replace it with a shorter one.

3 Wrong type of DVI cable: modern monitors commonly
use DVI connectors, and these are slightly complicated.
As the picture below indicates, there are two types of
connector, DVI-I and DVI-D, and either may be a Single
Link or a Dual Link connector. If your PC and monitor
have Dual Link connectors but you’re using a cable with
Single Link connectors, a group of pins in the centre of
each socket isn’t connected and some of the picture data
will be missing. (Fortunately this problem applies only
to monitors with very high resolutions – greater than
1920x1080 pixels.)

Some data cables (particularly good-quality HDMI
cables) can be frighteningly expensive! If possible, try
to borrow a cable from a friend or relative to see if it
solves the problem before splashing out on a new one.

When you’re buying a new monitor, always check
whether it offers a connector that matches with one of
the connectors on your PC. Your PC’s manual should tell 

!
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3 Damaged data cable: like the mains cable, the data cable
could be damaged by being bent, twisted or squashed.
Try to borrow a replacement cable to see if that solves
the problem. 

Point 3: Is the monitor connected to the correct
graphics card?

The ‘graphics card’ is the device in your PC which generates
the picture to be sent to your monitor. Therefore, it’s actually
this device to which your monitor is con-nected, via a socket
at the back of the PC.

However, some PCs have two graphics cards: one built into
the computer’s motherboard (known as ‘on-board graphics’)
and another graphics card that was installed separately in
the PC’s case. The separate graphics card will be the more
powerful of the two, and this is the one to which your
monitor must be connected.

Since both cards will offer similar types of connectors, it’s
all too easy to plug your monitor into the wrong card. In
general, however, the connectors for the on-board graphics
will be gathered together alongside those for the mouse,
keyboard, microphone, earphones and other devices,
whereas the connectors for the separate graphics card will
always appear in a separate horizontal or vertical strip.
Make sure your monitor is plugged into one of the sockets
on the separate graphics card.

you what monitor connections it has, but if all else fails,
you could take a photo of the back of your PC using a
digital camera or smartphone and seek help in the store.
Also check that the cable supplied with the new monitor
will be able to connect to your PC: you may need to
buy a different cable or an adapter.

New data cable
needed?

Two sets of
monitor sockets?

Make sure 
you’re using 
the separate
graphics card
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Five points to 
fix printing
problems

Plugged in and
switched on?

What to Do if Your Printer Won’t Work
You’re trying to print something from your computer, but
your printer isn’t taking any notice. Switching it off and
back on again makes no difference, so what next? Follow
these five points to find the problem.

Point 1: Check the power supply
Follow the steps noted for your monitor’s power supply on
page 2 to make sure your printer really is plugged in
correctly and receiving mains power. In addition, note that
some printers have a ‘master’ power switch on the back or
side, which would usually be kept switched on permanently,
and the more-accessible power switch you use is really a
‘stand-by’ button. If your printer does have a second power
switch, make sure this is switched on too.

Simply unplugging your monitor from the on-board
graphics socket and plugging into the separate graphics
card won’t necessarily do the trick. You’ll usually have
to shut down (and/or switch off) your PC and then
switch it on again.

!
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Check for
duplicate printer
drivers

Check the USB
connections

1.  Windows 10 and 8.1: press key, type the word
control and click the link to Control Panel that appears.

Always use the same USB socket every time to connect
your printer. With a desktop PC, it’s best simply to leave
the printer connected to the PC permanently. Given the
portable nature of a notebook PC, you obviously have
to unplug the printer when you take the notebook on
your travels, so reserve a USB socket for use by the
printer and make sure you connect it to that socket each
time you need to use it.

Point 2: Check the USB cable
Make sure the USB cable connecting your printer to your
PC is firmly connected at both ends. If this does seem to be
the case, try a different USB cable to rule out the possibility
that the cable is defective.

Point 3: Is the printer driver working?
Assuming the power cable and USB cable are both working,
the next likely cause of the problem is the printer driver – the
software that enables your PC to communicate with your
printer. Problems can occur if you tend to plug your printer
into different USB sockets on your PC. Although those USB
sockets all look identical, Windows manages each one
separately. If you plug the printer into a different socket,
Windows treats it as a completely new device and auto-
matically installs another driver for it, with the result that the
same printer driver is installed several times on your computer. 

The solution is to remove all the unnecessary printer drivers.
Follow these steps to check whether this is the problem and,
if it is, put it right: 

!
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Click your
printer’s icon

Remove
duplicates, so
that each name
appears only
once

1.  Windows 7, Vista and XP: open the Start menu and
click Control Panel.

2.  Windows 10, 8.1 and 7: click on View devices and
printers.

1.  Windows Vista: click on Printer.
1.  Windows XP: click on Printers and Other Hardware,

followed by Printers and Faxes.
3.  Now you’ll see icons for each of the printers installed

on your PC. Select the printer you’re trying to use
by clicking it once.

4.  Windows 10, 8.1 and 7: on the menu bar near the
top of this window, click on Print server properties.

2.  Windows Vista and XP: press the key on your
keyboard to display the menu bar at the top of the
window, then open the File menu and choose Server
Properties.

5.  In the dialog that opens, switch to the Drivers tab.
6.  Now you’ll see a list of the printer drivers installed

on your system. In this list, do you see the same
name listed several times, as in the next screenshot?
If so, you need to remove all the duplicates so that
this name appears only once in the list. Click one
of the duplicate names and then click the Remove

Alt

Do you see several copies of this printer in the list, with
the addition of Copy 1 or something similar in their
names? If so, right-click each of those copies in turn
and choose Remove Device or Delete until you’re left
with only a single icon for your printer. After doing this,
click the single remaining icon for this printer to select
it and continue following these steps. 

!
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Once the computer has restarted, the problem should be
fixed. However, there could still be one sticking point – old
print jobs that still remain in the print queue – and we’ll
deal with that next.

Point 4: Are there print jobs stuck in the print queue?
If there had been multiple copies of your printer driver
installed on your PC, printing can come to a halt. After you
remove those duplicate drivers and try to start printing
again, you may find that your printer still won’t print, or
that it starts printing out multiple copies of the same
document. If so, here’s what to do:

7.  button. In Windows 10, 8.1, 7 and Vista, click on
Remove driver only followed by OK; in Windows
XP, click Yes. Confirm any other security prompts
that appear, and this duplicate name will be removed
from the list. If the same name still appears twice or
more, do the same to remove the remaining duplicates.

7.  Once you’ve removed the duplicates, and that name
appears only once in the list, close all open dialogs
and windows, then restart your computer.

1.  Find and double-click the little printer icon that
appears near the clock in the tray area of the taskbar.
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Restart your PC

Old print jobs
may be stuck in
the queue

:
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Clear the print
queue

No luck? Repeat
and then restart
the PC

Delete your
printer’s icon
Remove the
printer’s driver
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If it doesn’t print, switch off your printer, follow steps 1 and
2 above again and then restart your computer. After it
restarts, switch on your printer again and leave it doing
nothing for two or three minutes to ensure its internal
memory is empty. Finally, try opening and printing the
required document again. If you’re still having no luck,
proceed to Point 5 below.

Point 5: Reinstall the printer driver
If your printer still won’t print, delete and reinstall the print-
er driver. Switch off your printer and then follow these steps:

2.  A window opens showing the list of document
waiting to be printed (known as the ‘print queue’).
In this window, open the Printer menu and click
Cancel All Documents. Click Yes when you are asked
if you’re sure, then close this print queue window.

3.  Now try opening the document you wanted to print
and sending it to your printer again. If it prints
successfully, you’ve finished.

1.  Follow steps 1 and 2 on pages 7 and 8, which take
you to the section of the Control Panel which dis-
plays icons for your printers.

2.  Now delete the icon for your printer: right-click the
printer icon and choose Remove Device or Delete.

3.  Now follow steps 4, 5 and 6 on page 8, but with one
difference: this time we’re deleting the last remaining
instance of your printer’s driver, so that it no longer
appears in the list.

:
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Reinstall the
printer driver

Windows doesn’t
recognise your
USB drive

Don’t format it!

Trouble with a Flash Drive or External 
Hard Drive?
Yesterday, your flash drive was working perfectly. Today,
when you plug it in, Windows can no longer read its
contents and displays a message offering to format it.

You know the drive should be working and – more
importantly – it contains files you don’t want to lose. You
don’t want to format it because this would erase its contents,
so if you do see this message, click Cancel.

It’s likely that the drive simply hasn’t been connected
properly. Keep these two tips in mind to avoid this type of
problem in future:

4.  Close all dialogs and restart your PC.

5.  After your PC restarts, install the printer driver again.
You may have the driver on a CD supplied with your
printer, but a better option is to visit the website of
the printer manufacturer and download the latest
driver for your model of printer.

When installing the new printer driver, be sure to follow
the instructions in your printer’s manual or on the
manufacturer’s website. In many cases, for instance, you
must install the driver before switching on your printer.

!
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Tip 1: Insert the USB device correctly
Although USB connectors should be straightforward to use,
it’s certainly possible to mess things up, and the consequen-
ces could be dire. With some USB devices, it’s a removable
cable you’re plugging in, so if you damage the connector,
you can put it down to experience and replace the cable.
With others, such as flash drives and some mice and
keyboards, the connector is part of the device (or it’s on the
end of a fixed cable), so damaging the connector means
replacing the whole device!

3 Is it the right way round? USB sockets have a white or
blue plastic tab inside them, and USB plugs have a
similar tab. When you plug in the cable, these two tabs
should sit side by side, so make sure you’re not trying to
push tab against tab.

3 Don’t force it! They’re fairly robust, but those plastic tabs
are not designed to take too much of a beating. If you
have trouble inserting the USB plug into the socket, and
you’re sure you’re inserting the plug the right way round,
try wiggling the plug slightly as you apply gentle pressure.  

Tip 2: Remove a USB drive without losing data
Disconnecting a USB flash drive or external hard drive while
it’s still in use can also have dire consequences. Not only

If a USB socket is particularly stiff, here’s a handy tip
you might like to use. Buy a USB extension cable up to
50 cm long. (This is a USB cable with the usual plug at
one end, but a USB socket at the other.) Plug this into
that tricky socket and just leave it connected perm-
anently. Then, whenever you need to plug something
in, you can plug it into the extension cable.

Be careful how
you connect it

Don’t break the
plastic tabs

Be gentle!

Avoid losing
access to files
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will you lose the files that Windows is currently using on
the drive, but you risk making its entire contents unreadable.

To avoid this, make sure you always disconnect USB drives
the safe way:

If you instead see a message saying that the drive is still in
use, click OK, close any programs and windows you’ve been
using, and then go back to step 1 and try again.

If Windows still insists that the drive is in use, don’t take
any risks with the data it contains. Instead, shut down your
computer (either now or when you’ve finished working), and
unplug the drive when the computer has shut down. This is
guaranteed to be safe because, once it’s been shut down,
Windows obviously can’t be using the drive.

1.  In the tray section of the taskbar, find the icon
described as ‘Safely remove hardware’ . Click this
icon and a list of USB devices will appear.

2.  In this list, click the drive you want to unplug from
your computer .

3.  After a short pause, you should then see a message
stating that this device can now be unplugged. If so,
it’s now safe to unplug it.

1

2

Safe to unplug?

No luck? Wait
until your PC is
shut down

2

1

:
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If you do remove a USB flash drive or external hard
drive while Windows is still using it, and you find that
none of its files are accessible next time you try to use
it, you may still be able to rescue the drive itself by
formatting it. However, note that formatting a drive is
guaranteed to remove any data stored on the drive. If
the data was important and you do want to try to get it
back, you’ll need the services of a specialist data-
recovery firm (and, of course, you certainly shouldn’t
format the drive).

Quickly Fix a Keyboard or Mouse Problem
Soon after starting your computer, you see a message that
there’s no mouse (or ‘pointing device’) connected. Or you try
to type your password to log into Windows and no
characters appear. Here’s what to do:

3 Wireless mouse or keyboard: if the mouse or keyboard
has a power switch, make sure it’s switched on – and
perhaps try switching it off and then on again. Try
replacing the batteries in the device. Move the device’s
wireless receiver to bring it closer to the device.

3 USB plug: try unplugging the device (or its wireless
transmitter) and then plug it in again. With luck, you’ll
hear a sound or see a message to indicate that the device
has now been recognised.

3 Check the cable: it may be that the device’s cable has
been damaged by being squashed or cut. Try shutting
down the computer and connecting a different mouse or
keyboard to see if that solves the problem.

Mouse or
keyboard not
detected?

Common
problems with
wireless devices

Unplug and
reconnect

Is the cable
damaged?
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